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ABSTRACT
The demand for large-scale diverse datasets is rapidly increasing
due to the advancements in AI services impacting day-to-day life.
However, gathering such massive datasets still remains a critical
challenge in the AI service engineering pipeline, especially in the
computer vision domain where labeled data is scarce. Rather than
isolated data collection, crowdsourcing techniques have shown
promising potential to achieve the data collection task in a time and
cost-efficient manner. In the existing crowdsourcing marketplaces,
the crowd works to fulfill consumer-defined requirements where
in the end consumer gains the data ownership and the crowd is
compensated with task-based payment. On the contrary, this work
proposes a blockchain-based decentralized marketplace named Vi-
sion Sovereignty Data Marketplace (ViSDM), in which the crowd
works to fulfill global requirements & holds data ownership, the
consumers pay a certain data price to perform a computing task
(model training/testing), the data price is distributed among the
crowd in a one-to-many manner through smart contracts, thus
allowing the crowd to gain profit from each consumer transaction
occurring on their data. Themarketplace is implemented asmultiple
smart contracts and is evaluated based on blockchain-transaction
gas fees for the stakeholder interaction & by running scenarios-
based simulations. Furthermore, discussions address the challenges
included in maintaining data quality and the future milestones
towards deployment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→Distributed systems security; •Com-
puting methodologies→ Image and video acquisition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The data market is exploding at a remarkable speed. A recent report
by Grand View Research Inc. [15] Inc. predicts that the value of the
global data collection and labeling market size value to reach 17.10
billion USD by 2030, from the current value of 2.22 billion USD and
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 28.9%. The rise in
demand for labeled data can be mainly attributed to data-hungry
AI models [41] and robust AI services [23], which need large-scale
labeled data to achieve satisfactory generalization performance
in the deployment environment. This situation is observed even
more in the computer vision domain due to differences in image
formation (sensor quality, light, and surface geometry properties)
and representation. So far, the impact of AI in transforming and
improving service quality continues to be actively investigated and
widely adopted. However, to build safe and robust AI services, there
is yet an immense need for massive labeled datasets [38].

If done in isolation, data collection and labeling is an expen-
sive and laborious process. However, crowdsourcing techniques
provide the promising potential to achieve this task in a time and
cost-effective manner [21, 34]. The current state-of-the-art crowd-
sourcing service providers in the data market include mainly two
types:
(1) Centralized data marketplaces provides on-demand data collec-
tion and labeling services to help organizations curate datasets
based on specific requirements. Since most of the computer vision
data labeling process does not require a high level of technical ex-
pertise, these data labeling service providers [1–3, 25, 40] present
crowd with simple tasks such as identifying objects in an image,
drawing the object boundaries, and answering contextual questions
to complete the data labeling tasks. Here, contributors are usu-
ally compensated with monetary rewards based on the work done
(hours spent or the number of images annotated or annotations
reviewed).
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Thus, the main limitations of the existing centralized service
providers are (i) the crowd is only viewed as a workforce and as-
signed role-based tasks, leaving them unexposed to the entire data
collection life-cycle (ii) the crowd does not hold ownership rights
of their work and are paid a fixed reward.
(2) Decentralized data marketplaces address the ownership preser-
vation [20, 36] and transparency, for instance, by implementing
blockchain-based solutions for empowering crowd to control and
monetize their personal data [27, 45]. Here, data is often collected
manually or from IoT sensors and stored on local databases. Thus,
the use case domain heavily influences data usage and marketplace
design. For locally distributed IoT data, the consumers often sub-
scribe to data feeds on a massive scale to analyze potential trends
where the data value of a single user is considered to be negligible
through, for example, the use of differential privacy methods [44].
Due to these reasons, the scope and benefit of an individual to gain
profit from these data marketplaces are limited, thus eventually
hampering the crowd’s incentive to join and contribute.

Nonetheless, in computer vision, there is no upper limit on how
much data a single user can collect. For tasks such as image recog-
nition and object detection, users can easily label the raw data in a
short time. The more data, the better diversity inclusion in the AI
services, as organizations can either use that data to train or test
the AI models prior to deployment. Therefore, establishing a decen-
tralized link between individual data suppliers and the global data
collection & labeling market is necessary to meet future demands
with crowdsourcing techniques.

This work addresses the former challenge by proposing a de-
centralized crowdsourcing marketplace named Vision-sovereignty
data marketplace (ViSDM) which empowers the crowd to get fully
involved in the data collection life-cycle by (i) incentivizing with
full ownership rights and (ii) a blockchain-based platform to trade
the data assets. Unlike traditional crowdsourcing marketplaces,
ViSDM allows the data suppliers to get paid for every consumer
compute transaction occurring on their data. Therefore, data suppli-
ers can maintain their digital assets, generating monetary rewards
over time. Furthermore, data and model privacy is preserved by
employing a third party to process consumer computations. The
marketplace is implemented as multiple smart contracts and is
evaluated by analyzing the transaction gas fees, the federated learn-
ing pipeline & transaction time, robustness to noisy data, and the
simulation of multiple consumer transactions.

While some view AI as harmful technology that can replace hu-
mans to automate simple tasks, this work aims to engage the crowd
and AI in a mutualistic symbiotic relationship in which the crowd
contributes to improving AI models and receive monetary rewards
from organizations that are working towards commercializing AI
services, and society will benefit from enhanced AI services, thus
contributing to social good.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows, Section 2 presents the
related work and background, Section 3 describes the marketplace
stakeholders, data trade workflow, and design, Section 4 presents
the experiments and evaluation, and finally Section 5 discusses the
open challenges, societal benefits, conclusions, and future plans.

2 RELATEDWORK
The rise in information technology (IT) and the internet of things
(IoT) resulted in the collection of abundant data from multiple
sources. However, the isolated format of data collection and storage
is limiting the scope of extracting useful information. Thus orga-
nizations and individuals are motivated to buy, sell and exchange
data with their counterparts to improve their business analytics
and products [5, 11].

2.1 Data marketplaces (DMs)
Data marketplaces provide a platform to facilitate data trade be-
tween buyers and sellers. The DMs operate in multiple domains
including IoT [10, 27, 28], artificial intelligence (AI) [22, 23, 31],
personal data [16], healthcare, and others. This work proposes a
DM that focuses on enhancing AI services.

2.1.1 AI models. can be viewed as classic curve-fitting methods
that use maximum likelihood estimation methods to model a given
training dataset using a set of parameters. Tuning the parameters to
minimize a criterion function is called training. Whilst, AI models
deal with modeling datasets in higher dimensions, beyond the tabu-
lar data such as image, test, video, audio, and other sensor data. The
robustness of an AI model is evaluated based on its performance
on unseen data, generally referred to as the testing dataset.

2.1.2 Federated learning (FL). is an AI model training technique
that deals with training a global model using data from various IoT
devices [19]. FL specializes in preserving data privacy by limiting
the device data to itself, and only the local model weights & gra-
dients are shared with a central aggregator node for updating the
global model weights.

2.2 Decentralized DMs
Since DMs usually operate in a digital format, several works [4,
39, 43] investigated the feasibility of orchestrating marketplace
operations using distributed ledger technologies (DLTs), to mini-
mize the need for central entity approval. The properties such as
immutability, transparency, data provenance, and ownership make
blockchain a suitable choice to build trust among unknown parties.
Smart contracts (SC) [7] are the key technology that enables deploy-
ing decentralized applications, they allow maintaining consensus
on the SC state through a compute layer on top of the blockchain.

2.2.1 Decentralized AI-DMs. are investigated through techniques
such as federated learning & data incentives [26], data sharing &
homomorphic encryption [33, 36], trusted execution environments
(TEEs) [17, 35, 37], and collaborative transfer learning [32]. This
work follows a similar path by implementing a decentralized AI
data marketplace and stands out in empowering users with data
sovereignty.

2.3 Data types in AI-DMs
The data traded over AI-DMs can be classified into two types :

2.3.1 Transnational data. is the data generated by users interact-
ing with a service. Eg: social media data, credit card data, and IoT
device data. This type of data is used to extract market trends and
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user profiling. The Datum [13] and IOTA [9] are examples of decen-
tralized DMs that allow users to control and trade their personal
IoT data. However, these DMs allow the buyer to directly download
the raw data, prone to the risk of reselling, thus conflicting data
sovereignty. The Ocean protocol [30] aims in a similar direction by
protecting the privacy of the user data by bringing the compute-
to-data. However, in AI DMs, the compute script (AI model) is also
considered an asset, and consumers might not be willing to share
the model with data suppliers. In this work, the privacy of the data
and AI model privacy is preserved by relying on third-party service
providers to run off-chain computations in isolated environments.

2.3.2 Collected data. is the data curated by an individual or an
organization. Eg: autonomous driving datasets, face recognition,
and others. This type of data is used to train and test AI models.
The Amazon Mechanical Turk [3], Appen [40], Clickworker [1],
Scale [2], Toloka [25] and others are examples of crowdsourcing
marketplaces operate centrally to serve the interests of their clients.
These DMs limit the scope of an individual to annotation purposes
and final data is owned by consumers. In this work, the suppliers
are empowered with ownership of their contributed data assets, and
whenever a consumer decides to perform computations over a set
of data assets, the respective asset owners will have the possibility
to gain rewards.

2.4 Background
The context of this work lies within defining protocols for secure
data exchange in an open-source crowdsourcing AI marketplace1
named Bonseyes [23], which aims to help SMEs and enterprises to
build and deploy AI applications on edge devices by defining an AI
Challenge, i.e., use case with requirements. To date, more than 20 AI
Challenges have been solved in the BonseyesMarketplace, engaging
SMEs and AI Talents with each other to achieve their common goals.
The role of the marketplace is to facilitate the exchange between
the stakeholders by establishing trust and reliability.

This work is a first extension where the first version [8] deals
with conducting requirements engineering, defining the theoretical
concepts, and performing security threat analysis on a technical
readiness level (TRL) 1-3. The contributions of the first version are
(i) introducing liquid democracy-based voting for collective price
negation, and (ii) an automated AI-based data rating system. Con-
sequently, this work further contributes by introducing the first
practical system implementation of a decentralized crowdsourc-
ing data marketplace, which is deployed on the Sepolia-Ethereum
blockchain, and conducted scenario-based simulations for demon-
strating the practical use on a TRL 4-5.

3 METHOD
This section introduces the key features of the marketplace, the
stakeholders with their respective roles, and an end-to-end work-
flow of a data trade transition.

1https://beta.bonseyes.com/

3.1 Vision sovereignty data marketplace
(ViSDM)

Sovereignty: is the key feature of ViSDM that aims to protect the
data and model privacy by employing a third party to run the
computations confidentially, i.e, consumers do not have access to
the raw data, but can still leverage the data potential by initiating
compute transactions.
Crowdsourcing: is a technique where a large group of the crowd
works to fulfill a task that can be either voluntary or paid. The more
crowd are involved in the task, the more distributed and efficient
the task is achieved.

Data collection and labeling can become an intensive and ardu-
ous task due to its vast size and monotonous nature. At the same
time, due to its simplicity, crowdsourcing could be a suitable method
to break down dullness by involving more crowds. For example,
consider the image classification task: it is easy for a crowd to
click pictures of their surrounding objects and label them. If a large
crowd can repeat this task, it is possible to collect diverse datasets
over time. However, currently, the crowd lacks a clear incentive to
contribute due to the operating method of existing crowdsourcing
marketplaces, which restricts the crowd to consumer-defined task
requirements. The ViSDM aims to tackle the former challenge by
allowing data suppliers to contribute independently based on global
requirements. Moreover, the crowd holds ownership rights for their
contributed data and receives rewards for trading the data.

3.2 Marketplace actors and their roles
(1) Data suppliers are an individual or organization that creates data
assets by collecting and labeling the data. They register their assets
on the marketplace to participate in data trading.
(2) Data consumers are an individual or organization that is looking
to acquire datasets for training and evaluating AI applications.
They interact with data suppliers to negotiate the price for running
computations over their data.
(3) Smart contracts are responsible for conducting marketplace op-
erations such as maintaining the marketplace catalog, conducting
collective price negotiation rounds with data suppliers, paying data
suppliers & cloud providers, and triggering off-chain compute en-
gines. The entire marketplace implementation includes a collection
of multiple smart contracts that together enforce marketplace busi-
ness logic.
(4)Data storage In order to keep the heavy load out of the blockchain
memory, a decentralized cloud storage (D-storage) system is used
to store the data and model assets.
(5) Third party is responsible for conducting the off-chain compu-
tations such as model training & testing, data analysis, metadata
generation, and other tasks. This is generally a cloud provider that
runs a secure isolated instance with data and code confidentiality.

3.3 Data trade workflow
Figure 1 presents the ViSDM system components and information
flow.

Overall, the proposed workflow introduces a consumer compute
transaction on a subset of the marketplace data. The first step
involves the consumer obtaining the data suppliers’ consent on
data price. Once the data price has been agreed, a trusted third
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Figure 1: System components of the vision sovereignty data marketplace (ViSDM)

party completes the computations and distributes the data price
among the data suppliers. The detailed step-by-step process of the
data trade workflow in ViSDM is shown below:
(1) The data suppliers (DS) register their data assets 2 through the
marketplace-catalog smart contract by (i) end-to-end encrypting
the assets with an off-chain compute engine (ii) uploading the asset
to D-storage, and (iii) supplying asset storage address hash and
asset price to the smart contract.
(2) For every registered asset, the corresponding off-chain compute
engine is responsible for generating metadata3. This includes (i)
fetching the asset from D-storage, (ii) processing the assets to gen-
erate metadata, (iii) uploading asset metadata to D-storage4 and
supplying metadata storage address hash to the off-chain compute
smart contract.
(3) At this step the assets and their respective metadata are regis-
tered on the marketplace smart contracts.
Let say D𝑀 is the entire data on the marketplace that consists of 𝑛
number of subsets (𝑆).

D𝑀 ← {𝐷𝑆1, 𝐷𝑆2, . . . , 𝐷𝑆𝑛}

Then a data consumer, who is ready to pay for initiating a com-
pute task (model training or testing) over the marketplace data,
will create a proposal to get the consent of the data suppliers. This
includes (i) analyzing publicly available metadata of D𝑀 to sample

2Similarly, the data consumers also need to register their compute scripts including AI
model and data analysis methods.
3Section 4.2.1 detailed description of various features included in asset metadata
4Since metadata is public, there is no need for encryption

5 a custom dataset D𝐶 that consists of𝑚 number of subsets.

D𝐶 ← {𝐷𝑆1, 𝐷𝑆2, . . . , 𝐷𝑆𝑚} ∴ D𝐶 ∈ D𝑀
,

(ii) conducting a voting round with all the𝑚 subset owners inD𝐶
to negotiate the data price for running computation, i.e., D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 .
The votes are weighted based on the number of data samples a data
supplier owns in D𝐶 .

As the number of subsets𝑚 in D𝐶 increases, the number of data
suppliers participating in the price negotiation voting rounds will
increase, thus influencing the time to reach a consensus onD𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 .
To address this challenge, the marketplace allows the data suppliers:
(a) to delegate their vote to another address on the blockchain, or
(b) to form decentralized organizations (DAOs) for combining their
voting power based on DAO-specific rules.
(4) If the voting round reached a consensus on the price D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
then the data consumer pays the price to third-party for processing
the transaction. Furthermore, the third party initiates an isolated
instance that is responsible for (i) running the consumer scripts
on the custom dataset D𝐶 , (ii) calculating the contribution of each
data subset to the training model, data values D𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 .

D𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ← {𝐷𝑆1𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , 𝐷𝑆2𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , . . . , 𝐷𝑆𝑚𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 } ∴
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 1

(iii) distributing the D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 among the𝑚 subset data suppliers
based on D𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 .

DS← D𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ∴ D𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 =

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∗ D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

5Section 4.2.1 Metadata: provides experiments to demonstrate the sampling based on
metadata.
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(5) If the subsets inD𝐶 are located at 𝑥 number of geographical loca-
tions (say {𝐷𝑆1𝑙𝑜𝑐1, 𝐷𝑆2𝑙𝑜𝑐2, . . . , 𝐷𝑆𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑐 } ), and cannot be combined
at single node due to local data regulations [12], then federated
learning pipeline is employed with 𝑥 number of clients.

4 EXPERIMENTS
The marketplace implementation 6 consists of three main compo-
nents (1) smart contracts (2) an off-chain compute environment (3)
a decentralized cloud storage. This section presents an evaluation of
individual components (1& 2), and then conducts simulations based
on multiple marketplace scenarios. The experiment environment
variables are presented in Table 1.

4.1 Smart contracts
The stakeholders interact with each other by updating the variable
state of the marketplace smart contracts. For any transaction, the
stakeholder needs to spend a certain gas fee, which incentives
miners to add the transaction to the next block on the blockchain
network. The transactions with higher gas fees will have more
chances of being mined faster than transactions with low gas fees.
Moreover, for any transaction, there will be a min gas fee that
fluctuates based on the blockchain network traffic.

At the time of running these experiments, the value of one ether
was around 1,814 $ USD. The smart contracts were deployed on
Sepolia-Ethereum, a test network that mimics the Ethereum main
net behavior for development purposes. Table 2 presents the gas
estimates for deploying smart contracts i.e., paid by the deploying
stakeholder. Table 3 presents the gas estimates for each stakeholder
interaction during data trade.

Apart from the smart contract gas fee, the stakeholders need
to pay the following: (i) compute fee to third-party providers for
contributing computational resources (virtual machine (VM) over
the cloud) for processing the computations. The compute fee varies
based on the size of assets, time taken to complete the compute
jobs, and other hardware specifications such as the GPU & CPU
of the VM. (ii) storage fee to IPFS for pinning their assets on the
decentralized network. The storage fee depends upon the asset
pinning time period, and size of the asset. From Table 2 & 3, the
overall estimated costs for stakeholders to participate in data trade
are as follows:
(i) Data supplier - to gain profit from a data asset - cost is:

0.00106399 𝐸𝑇𝐻 (𝑜𝑟 ) $1.94 + compute fee + storage fee

(ii) Data consumer - to run a compute transaction over marketplace
dataset (D𝐶 ) - cost is:

0.0082332 𝐸𝑇𝐻 (𝑜𝑟 ) $15.02 + D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + compute fee + storage fee

(iii) Third-party compute provider - to complete a consumer com-
pute transaction - cost is:

0.00254274 𝐸𝑇𝐻 (𝑜𝑟 ) $4.62 + storage fee

6https://github.com/dvssajay/ViSDM-Vision-Sovereignty-Data-Marketplace

4.2 Off-chain compute environment
Since the marketplace design focuses on protecting the sovereignty
of the assets, a trusted third party is integrated into the marketplace
workflow to mitigate the risk of reselling. The third party is respon-
sible for maintaining the isolated virtual environment to perform
the compute-heavy tasks that include (i) metadata generation (ii)
AI model training and testing (iii) D𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 calculation.

4.2.1 Asset meta data. The marketplace doesn’t allow the stake-
holders to access raw assets (data & model scripts) of their coun-
terparts. Hence, asset metadata is aimed at providing information
regarding the asset without actually revealing the asset. Along with
the asset description shared by the owners, the marketplace im-
plements a metadata layer to extract asset configurations based on
some pre-defined metrics. These metrics are unidirectional descrip-
tive features meaning the original asset cannot be obtained with
the metadata.
The marketplace is expected to have two main types of assets:
(1) Image data: The metadata for images include image size, image
quality metrics, principal component analysis (PCA) metrics, image
histograms, and image hash values7, image histograms, and image
hash values. These features help the data consumers to sample
their custom dataset D𝐶 out of the entire marketplace data D𝑀 by
calculating the distance between given images and analyzing the
pixel distributions & diversity.

To demonstrate an example of the metadata usefulness in sam-
pling D𝐶 , an experiment was conducted with the CIFAR-10 dataset
where 1000 images from two classes (cat, dog) were selected and
combined with 1000 randomly generated noisy images. In total 3000
sample images belonging to three classes (cat, dog, and noise) are
plotted using PCA & t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) techniques. Figure 2 shows the images from classes cat
& dog on the right side and noise images on the left side, clearly
showing a difference. In a similar way, data consumers can use
multiple analysis methods to sample D𝐶 .
(2) Model scripts: The metadata for models include the number
of Parameters, GPU & CPU memory, Giga floating point opera-
tions (GFLOPs), input image size, number of neural network layers,
different tensor shapes for the model, epsilon value (𝜖) for privacy-
aware training, and other hyper-parameter settings. These metrics
will help the data suppliers to judge the compute script during the
approval of D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 voting round.

4.2.2 Consumer computations. An approved D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 voting round
allows the data consumers to either train or test their AI mod-
els over the marketplace data. During the asset registration, the
data suppliers choose the location preferences that limit the data
shipping within a selected region.
The marketplace will have two scenarios where subsets in D𝐶 are:
(1) Single node: Subsets can be combined at a single geographical
location, a simple training and inference pipeline is implemented
for this purpose.
(2) Multiple nodes: Subsets are distributed among multiple geo-
graphical locations, A federated learning pipeline is implemented

7Imahe hash values: Average hash, Perceptual hash, Color hash, Difference hash,
Wavelet hash, Crop-resistant hash
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Table 1: Experiment setup

Purpose Variable

De-centralized cloud storage InterPlanetary file system (IPFS)
Deployment Blockchain Sepolia Ethereum
Smart contract language Solidity v0.8.18

Off-chain compute environment 12th Gen Intel i9-12900, RAM: 64GB
Operating system Ubuntu 20.04

GPU Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090, 24 GB VRAM
Deep learning framework Pytorch [29]

Federated learning framework Flower v1.5.0 [6]
Federated learning algorithm Fed Average [24]

Table 2: Gas Estimates for Smart Contract Deployment

Smart Contract Deployed by Gas Fee (Ether) Gas Fee ($USD)

Marketplace catalog Marketplace 0.00242967 $4.43
Off-chain compute Third-party 0.00263997 $4.81
D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 voting Data consumer 0.00396497 $7.22

Table 3: Gas Estimates for Stakeholders Interactions with Smart Contract

Stakeholder Interaction Purpose Smart Contract Gas Fee (Ether) Gas Fee ($USD)

Data supplier Register a data asset Marketplace catalog 0.00087599 $1.60
Data consumer Register a compute asset Marketplace catalog 0.00073320 $1.34
Data consumer Conduct a voting round on D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 Voting on D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 0.00750000 $13.68
Data supplier Participate in a D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 voting round Voting on D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 0.00018800 $0.34
Third-party Meta data registration for an asset Off-chain compute 0.00079739 $1.45
Third-party Distribute D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 to a data supplier Off-chain compute 0.00005028 $0.09

to orchestrate the compute job over multiple third-party environ-
ments.

A scaling experiment is conducted to observe the influence of
increasing nodes [2,5,25,50] in AI model accuracy and training
time. The accuracy of the validation dataset and test set at multiple
training rounds along with training time is presented in Figure 3a
&3b, in which the model performance started deprecating after n
nodes. As expected, the training time increases with the number
of nodes [2 nodes - 6.53 min, 5 nodes - 6.87 min, 25 nodes - 20.08
min, 50 nodes - 37.80]. Unlike traditional FL settings, the ViSDM
employs federated settings in specific scenarios. The performance
might change based on data and model, the consumers need to
carefully select the DC based on metadata

4.2.3 Data values. After the completion of a consumer computa-
tion, the data values D𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 are generated for each subset in the
D𝐶 . Those values are then used to distribute the D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 among
the data suppliers.

Given an AI model trained on 𝑛 number of data samples, data
valuation methods [14, 18, 42] calculate the contribution of every
data sample to the given AI model performance. The data suppliers
and consumers will choose which data valuation method to use for
a compute transaction, specified in D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 voting smart contract.

To demonstrate the functionality of data values, an experiment is
conducted with the CIFAR-10 dataset where an AI model is trained
on the training dataset. Then the training dataset is then divided into
multiple subsets and the data values of each subset are calculated.
Table 4 presents the data values for the training dataset divided
into 2-5 subsets.

4.3 Marketplace simulations
The marketplace simulations were conducted by considering five
data suppliers, each one uploads a subset to the marketplace.D𝑀 ←
{𝐷𝑆1, 𝐷𝑆2, 𝐷𝑆3, 𝐷𝑆4, 𝐷𝑆5}. Let’s say that each subset has an equal
number of data samples, and the consumer chooses the whole
marketplace data D𝐶 = D𝑀 .
Then three scenarios were defined based on the data consumer
requirements:
Scenario 1: data consumer wants to train a model on all five data
sets where all the subsets have common geographical preferences.
Let’s say that D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 for model training is $500 after the voting
round.
Scenario 2: data consumer wants to train a model on all five data sets
where the subsets {𝐷𝑆1, 𝐷𝑆2, 𝐷𝑆3} have one geographical prefer-
ence and subsets {𝐷𝑆4, 𝐷𝑆5} have another geographical preference.
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Figure 3: Multi-node federated learning pipeline scaling experiments

Table 4: Data values for subsets of CIFAR-10 training dataset

No of subsets No of samples in each subset D𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 for each subset

2 25000 [ 0.5066, 0.4934]
3 16666 [0.3169,0.3643,0.3188]
4 12500 [0.2457,0.2610,0.2670,0.2264]
5 10000 [0.1924,0.2138, 0.2175, 0.1934, 0.1829]

Let’s say that D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 for model training is $500 after the voting
round.
Scenario 3: data consumer wants to test a model on all five data sets
where all the subsets have common geographical preferences. Let’s
say that D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 for model testing is $250 after the voting round.

Table 5 presents the number of rewardswon by each data provider
after the end of the simulations. Since testing does not contribute to
the model performance, the rewards are distributed equally among
the data suppliers. In this way, data suppliers get paid for every
computing transaction. Further, the reward won by the data sample
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Table 5: Rewards D𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 for each data provider after each simulation

Scenario Compute task D𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐷𝑆1 𝐷𝑆2 𝐷𝑆3 𝐷𝑆4 𝐷𝑆5

1 Training $ 500 $96.20 $106.90 $108.75 $96.70 $91.45
2 Training $ 500 $100.20 $102.55 $93.00 $99.25 $105.00
3 Testing $ 250 $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00

Table 6: Feature comparison with alternative crowdsourcing platforms

Platform Reward type Reward criteria Competition

Open competitions (eg:Kaggle) Fixed 1-n winners High
Crypto currency mining Fixed 1 winner High

Toloka [25] and others [1–3, 40] Fixed Hour/task based None
ViSDM Multiple Asset ownership None

in a training round will be added to the score of the data asset and
recorded on the blockchain. The accumulated past reward scores
serve as reputation metrics for data consumers while picking the
D𝐶 out of D𝑀 .

5 DISCUSSION
This section discusses the challenges, social good contribution, and
future plans towards deploying the marketplace in a real-world
environment.

Initially, the data suppliers will lack the exact information on
choosing which type of data to collect, without having knowledge
of the consumer demand, Hence, the marketplace should provide
the information regarding the type of datasets that are in demand
among the consumers, which can be done through conducting a
survey among the potential consumers.

5.1 How to maintain data quality in a
crowdsourcing marketplace?

If the data is collected through crowdsourcing techniques, the data
consumers might lack interest in training AI models on unknown
data, that might contain low-quality annotations.

Data values: The data valuation methods discussed in section
4.2 identify the noisy images and annotations by assigning low
scores. In the AI domain the data value methods [14, 18, 42] are
used to remove the low-quality subset out of the training dataset,
for improving AI model performance. However, these methods can
only be applied after conducting one training iteration on the given
dataset, which makes it unfeasible for high-cost computations.

Inference using multiple AI models: can be performed on the
datasets to verify the consensus among the AI models on the an-
notations. Yet the validation might be limited to the generalization
capability of the selected AI models and their respective training
datasets.

Peer-reviewing data annotations: to verify the quality of data
annotations, the data suppliers can choose to collaborate with their
counterparts in validating annotations of each other. This could al-
leviates consumer concerns by introducing human validation. Here,
data privacy might be at risk during the peer-review distribution

where a digital rights management (DRM) based application could
be implemented.

5.2 How does the ViSDM contribute to social
good?

Table 6 presents the comparison of the proposed marketplace com-
paring against widely known crowdsourcing platforms in feature di-
mensions such as rewards and competition among the participants.
In addition, open competitions are viewed as learning resources,
and cryptocurrency mining is blamed for wasting electricity.

By granting asset ownership to the participants, the ViSDM
allows the data suppliers tomaintain digital assets, that can generate
revenue over time by renting for consumer computations. From a
marketplace perceptive, the stakeholders of ViSDM are the crowd
that engages in data trade with each other. However, in a holistic
view, the crowd works towards improving the robustness of AI
models, which enhances the quality of the AI services, that could
benefit society.

5.3 Conclusions and future work
The proposedmarketplace aims to gather large-scale labeled datasets
that can be used by AI service providers for training and testing
the AI models. At the same time, by preserving the data and model
privacy, the marketplace allows the data suppliers to gain rewards
for every compute transaction performed on their data. Through
blockchain implementation, the marketplace minimizes the require-
ments for the stakeholders to get started, and the data provenance &
ownership can be easily verified. Through development and testing
in a simulated environment, the TRL of the current marketplace
falls between 4-5. The future milestones include conducting use
case requirements with stakeholders, developing fronted applica-
tions, and testing in a deployment environment with crowd and
business organizations.
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